CONCORD MIDDLE SCHOOL
1985-1986
DEDICATION

We, the Class Of 1986, would like to dedicate our yearbook to:

Mr. Marini,
for making our last year the best it could have been.

and

Miss McNeil,
for her devoted teaching and growing with us through our three years at middle school.

We thank both for their smiles and support throughout the year.
Mr. Scott, Principal

Mrs. Horne, Secretary, Mrs. Powers, School Nurse

Mr. Marini, Associate Principal

Mrs. Kayafas, Secretary, Mrs. Hesse, School Nurse
CAN YOU IMAGINE...

Gilbert, Dave and Brendan tall...James Green loud...
Maya with short hair...Mrs. Nann a blonde...Amy M. not liking Kelso...the Peabody School with walls...Bronson without his Afro...Paola not wearing Benetton...not having M.M.M. as a S.S. teacher...Tara M. not bringing peanuts in lunch...
Tiffer not finishing his English homework...Demetra not flirting...
Jen Callen punk...Mr. Miller with hair...Mr. Leone not athletic...
Mrs. Duffey in pants...gourmet food in the cafeteria...Mrs. Duffey saying "like"...Mark S. doing his homework...Greg short...Mike P. without a Polo...Eliza getting a "B"...Stacey not smiling...Max Goodman not liking Miami Vice...John R. not wearing a flannel shirt...Jon M. getting new sneakers...Jeff M., Jeff W., Jim F., and Scott C. (warning!) playing at the graduation dance...Jon S. fat...Mr. Miller not calling Brett "Big Guy"...
Gilbert without seven pairs of sneakers...Anne B. getting along with Mr. Leone...
Amy L. not saying "sorry"...Jon M. not talking about Grandma Crunch...not freaking out when John Arena is a substitute bus driver...Vonny getting to school on time...Heather not hugging someone...Sandra not a gymnast...
Jen Cove not being nice to everyone...Katya P. without her Nikki Sixx pants and Tommy Lee shoes...Rachelle M. not liking Boris Becker and Kirk Cameron...
Jenine not standing up when she answers a question in Health class...
Jen Callen not interrupting while someone is talking...
REMEMBER WHEN...

We had our first dance...Sharon and Greg went out and broke up nine times in one week...when Mrs. Duffy laughed...
Rockville R. and Sean F. went out...we had math class with Smurfs...
Jen Callen and Amy L. wore shorts in the winter...we had two dances in the 7th grade...the Eighth grade food fight at Sanborn...
we had a hurricane day off...Kathy R. missed every Monday...we remember...
Ryan R. unplugged the intercom...Resumes in the Talent Show...we went to Spells in the 7th grade Social Studies class...baby picture contests in 7th grade Social Studies Class...used S., Cortney H., Dawn B., Sara A., Lynda A., Matt H., were here...Amy S. broke the $25.00 thermometer...
Mr. Hood was here...Max G. drew on himself how the tse-tse fly kills people...
Cathy C. sang "Everybody wants to Pole our school!"...we spoke "Ugh"...Shawn H. promised to try to do his "breast"...Jeff M. and Matt D. got kicked out of gym class 24 times...everybody sang "Happy Birthday" to Mr. Jones...
the dance was almost cancelled because of a snowstorm...the great decorations at the "Freaky Friday Dance"...Mr. Gardner's bright socks...
Bryant H. lost his contact and the boys' basketball team went searching on their hands and knees...Katya P. and Holly P. going to the Social Studies room "together" to practice French...Terry M. and Stacey D. went out...
Mike Z. sang "Welcome to the Bahamas" on the bus...the boys' basketball team won the championships...Mrs. Brown became Mrs. Moore...nothing happened...
in fifth grade Matt Johnson ate a grasshopper...
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BEST GROUP
MOTLEY CRUE
Runners up:
Huey Lewis & the News
Iron Maiden
Bon Jovi

BEST ACTOR
KIRK CAMERON
Runners up:
Michael J. Fox
Bill Cosby & Rob Lowe
Mike Zentz

BEST ACTRESS
MOLLY RINGWALD
Runners up:
Cybil Sheppard
Lisa Trusel
Meryl Streep

BEST MOVIE
"BACK TO THE FUTURE"
Runners up:
"Romancing the Stone"
"Sixteen Candles"
"Rambo"

BEST FOOD
PIZZA

Runners up:
Chinese Food
Lobster
Ice Cream
Band - Chorus - Orchestra

Math Team
Field Hockey

Yearbook Committee
Girls Soccer

Boys Soccer
Girls Basketball

Boys Basketball
Peabody 6th Grade House I
LET'S FORGET...

vocabulary...labs in computer...Mr. Marini's beard...
all of Greg & Sharon's break-ups..."Go Hawaiian"..."Go to
the Luau"...Mr. Chamberlin's jokes...Jenine's, Rachelle's
and Amy L.'s locker...6th grade study of baboon and salmon...
cheerleaders for the basketball game...Amy L.'s white boots...
Mr. Chamberlin's funky red sneaker club...search strategies...mashed
potatoes...having six English teachers in the 6th grade...Immigration
Reports...Mr. Jones' ties...Rent-a-Pencil in Mr. Jones' classes...Macos...
jelly beans and trivia...Maroon Day...the past three years...interims...
report cards...Sgt. Niles...dissecting...Think-a-Dot...Smurf Off...the
rivalry between English section one and three...Mrs. Davidson's cheerleading
outfit...when Rachelle hit Amy L. in the eye with a badminton racket...
the book Shane...Amy L.'s Michael Jackson jacket...Little House on the Prairie
in the 6th grade...science...the times we had to sit in the cafeteria
until we were called on...when Mr. Scott almost cancelled the dance...what
we looked like in the 6th grade...Southern (cowboy) fluorescent clothes...
Jeff's grey pants...Jen and Michelle's sayings...our lockers...dirty baby
food jars in science...when the bus hit the dog...when Matt and Vonny
broke up...Anglo-Saxon and Vikings...Michael Jackson...When Mr. Huckle subbed
for Mr. Connor in the 6th grade...the BB team at McDonalds...gibberish...
Stacey and Rachelle's space outs...
We, the class of 1986, being of sound mind and body, leave...

...lockers that stick...evil first period teachers...one dirty sock...the graffiti...the bathrooms...dirty poems in text books...my math book to Mr. Jones...Immigration Reports...

vocabulary words...Mr. Leone's M&M's...Miss McNeill's jelly beans...grammar...Mr. Chamberlin's red sneaker club...parties every weekend...to the girls, our supply of cosmetics...books with broken bindings...air pistons...Care Bears...

C.A.T.'s...Miss McNeill's Gobots and Cabbage Patch Kids...the cushions in the Social Studies room...Mr. Chamberlin's jokes...the homework we didn't hand in...Vonny and Michelle's lipstick and brush...Jimmy's automotive...Jen, Vonny, and Michelle's locker door...oral reports...plastic chairs...retaping of commercials...film projectors...search strategies...broken water fountain...undersized basketball uniforms...our greeness...substitutes...murals...unsuccessful art projects...vandalized tape recorders in Foreign Language...break dancing...noon-aids...yearbook committee...